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Útdráttur 

Þessi ritgerð fer yfir hönnun og útfærslu á ljósfylgdar þjarka sem tekur núverandi sólar elti 

tækni notuð í sólar raforku framleiðslu og smækka það til að passa á lítinn þjarka. Einnig 

bæta rafhlöðum sem auðvelda flutning og kerfi til að vernda það svo að það sé öruggt.  

Þjarkurinn notast við fjórar ljósháðar mótstöður með skilrúm milli sín til að skapa mismun 

milli mótstaða sem aukir nákvæmni kerfisins. Það er svo fest á  þjarkann og hreyft með 

servó mótorum sem er stýrt með örtölvu. Prentuð rafrás er notuð til að draga úr vírum og 

minka rúmmál. Rafhlöðu hleðslu og verndar kerfi er notað fyrir tvær Li-Ion rafhlöður sem 

knýja þjarkann. 

Meðan á þessu verkefni stóð voru þróaðar tvær frumgerðir, skýrðar sem Útgáfa 3 og 

Útgáfa 4. Báðar notuðu Arduino nano, SG90 servó, TP4056 og DW01 hleðslu og verndar 

stýringu til stjórna tveim 18650 Li-Ion rafhlöður. Hleðslan endist í eina til sex 

klukkustundir  og tekur 15 klukkustundir í endurhleðslu. Útgáfa 3 var notuð til að mæla og 

prófa íhlutina og hegðun þeirra, stærð þjarkans var 65x74x59mm. Eftir að mælingar voru 

gerðar var hlutfallsleg  PID stýringin notuð og stillt á Kp = 0,3 sem veldi því að þjarkinn 

náði viðmiðunnarpunkti 45 gráður frá upprunastaðsetningu á 0.7 sekúndum. Útgáfa 4 náði 

að draga úr stærð heildarhönnunar niður í 86x65x39mm og náði að helminga flatarmál 

prentuðu rafrásina. 

Abstract 

This thesis goes over the design and development of the Light Tracking Robot Arm which 

serves as a proof of concept of taking existing solar tracking technology used in power 

plants and scaling it down and mounting it on a robot arm, adding a mobile power source 

and a protection system so the robot becomes easy and safe to carry.  

The robot uses four Light Dependent Resistors (LDR) with a light separator to create 

greater contrast between LDR´s and increase accuracy. These are mounted on an arm that 

is actuated with servo motors and controlled with a microcontroller. Printed Circuit Boards 

(PCB) are used to reduce wiring and robot size. It has an integrated  Battery Management 

System (BMS) that charges and protects two Lithium Ion Batteries. 

During this project two prototypes were developed known as Version 3 and Version 4. 

Both used the Arduino nano, SG90 servos and TP4056 charger chip with DW01A 

protection to manage two 18650 Li-Ion batteries. Charge lasts for approximately one too 

six hours and recharge time is 15 hours. Version 3 was used to measure and test the 

components and their behavior, its size was 65x74x59mm. After doing measurements a 

proportional design for the PID control system was chosen and the Kp was set to 0.3 which 

let the robot reach its setpoint 45 degrees away in 0.7 seconds. Version 4 aimed to reduce 

the size of the overall design, managing to half the PCB design making a smaller design 

that is 86x65x39mm.  
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1 Introduction 

Solar Powerplants are now becoming more and more common as the world moves into a 

cleaner and more sustainable energy. To have a more efficient way of harvesting solar 

power a solar tracking system of some sort is used. These kinds of systems track the sun 

and point the vast arrays of solar panels perpendicularly towards it to maximize the 

efficiency. 

This sparked interest in minimizing that solution to a smaller scale project. One that could 

be used to charge smaller devices. Previous work done by the author called Pocket robot 

had already completed two prototypes of small-scale robots, so it was decided to combine 

solar tracking and the pocket robot  into a single project. 

The robot itself had a couple of problems that were supposed to be tackled, mainly wiring 

was in the way and made it very inconvenient to move around and felt like using wired 

headphones and having them get tangled in the pocket. So, a Printed Circuit Boards (PCB) 

was decided on to reduce wiring which then lead to the idea of a Battery Management 

System (BMS) to be added to the project and integrated on the PCB. 

1.1 Problem statement  

The main objective is to design and create a small robot arm with three degrees of freedom 

that can track light and has a rechargeable battery that is safe to use. The design is 

constrained in a small space of 90x90x60mm so removing any unnecessary wires is a 

priority and so is using all the space necessary to make as compact as possible. 

In the future, the system would ideally have a solar panel to recharge its power and provide 

power to an external system or to power itself over the day and perform physical tasks at 

night. 

1.2 Literature review 

 

Light tracking systems are commonly used in solar power plants to make sure solar panels 

are maximizing the solar energy output by tracking the sun and angling the panels to 

maximize efficiency. This is done in many ways around the world. For example, some 

power plants use a global positioning system to position Light tracking systems are 

commonly used in solar power plants to make sure solar panels are maximizing the solar 

energy output by tracking the sun and angling the panels to maximize efficiency. This is 

done in many ways around the world. For example, some power plants use a global 

positioning system to position them[1], while other plants use light sensors to sense the 

incoming light.  
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In today´s world, we have a few of options on measuring incoming light via photodiodes, 

phototransistors or photoresistors. This thesis will focus on photoresistors because of their 

analog nature compared to phototransistors and photodiodes that only have two states 

(on/off) [2]. 

  

Photoresistor or light dependent resistor (in short LDR) as seen in Figure 1-1 are variable 

depending on how much light hits the resistors surface.  When it is dark, the resistance of 

the semiconducting material can reach up to several Megaohms. When lit, the resistance 

will drop proportionally down to few ohms [3]. This behavior allows to measure incoming 

light by creating a simple voltage divider and measuring the voltage that is passed through 

the LDR. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-1 Picture of a light dependent resistor 

Tracking the given light source is often done by placing two or more LDR‘s on the given 

system depending on how many directions you want to track. There are a couple of ways 

of placing LDR sensors to get accurate readings. One is to place the LDR sensors far apart, 

as can be seen in Figure 1-2. This is a viable solution for projects on a larger scale and has 

been used in solar tracking projects before [4].  

 

 
Figure 1-2 LDR wider placement example on solar panels[4] 

In cases where there is less space to separate, having two LDR sensors too close to each 

other can risk having little difference in illumination. A light separator can be used in those 

situations as seen in Figure 1-3 to create greater contrast between sensors by casting one of 

them in the shadow.  
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Figure 1-3 Use of a light separator to create greater contrast between LDR’s 

After the LDR or other light sensing devices are placed, it is most often connected to a 

microcontroller so that it can perform measurements and calculations. In case of light 

sensing, the microcontroller is told to measure incoming voltage from light sensors and 

compare them to see which sensor receives more light and then as shown in Figure 1-4 

move towards that sensor’s direction. 

 

 
Figure 1-4 Ideal representation of a single axis movement of sensors towards the light 

To move mechanical systems to track the light an actuator is required. In small systems, 

electronic motors are most often used because of their power to size ratio. This project will 

use micro servo motors because of their small size and the ability to control their angle.  

Mechanical design of each system is important. For example, [4][5][6] solar panels only 

need 2-DOF to track the sun and enough structural strength to hold the panels whilst an 

industrial robot arm can have variable number of DOF depending on what the design is 

trying to achieve. In [7] a 3-DOF design was chosen to minimize mass and rotational 

inertia in order to meet the requirement pick one Kiwi fruit per second. The placement of 

actuators on the manipulators base is intentional to avoid any extra weight on the arm thus 

continuing to minimize rotational inertia. In [8] the focus was on building a 2-DOF light 

weight arm with a 1-DOF gripper also with centralized actuators to reduce vibration.  

To further help reduce vibrations and stabilize the movement towards the light source, a 

PID controller can be implemented. A PID controller uses proportional, integral and 
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derivative components to reduce the error output of the system [9]. In simple terms, it 

remembers and predicts the system behavior and stabilizes its output. There are variations 

of this controller such as PI or PD depending on which component you decide to use.  

 

In [10] a PID software was used to manage positions of solar panels in line with input from 

light sensors to increase solar power efficiency by 5.6%. Another system [11] used a PID 

and fuzzy logic to track the sun, using the switching between the PID and fuzzy logic 

system depending on the margin of error. In project [12] a novel PID was developed to 

solve a problem of nonlinearity and coupling in robot manipulator control. A variation of 

PID controller, this time a PI+D controller in [13] was compared to a fuzzy PID and a 

standard PID and proved to be more successful in controlling six degree of freedom robot 

arm.  

 

Tuning a PID can be a daunting task that can take time usually it is done with Ziegler’s 

method.  Some projects try and tackle that from a different angle. In [14], a genetic 

algorithm added to a PID was applied to a manipulator to present an easier, automatic way 

of tuning a PID controller.  

 

To power the system a power supply is needed. For mostly mobile applications a Battery 

Management System (in short BMS) is implemented. A BMS is designed so that the 

batteries will not sustain damage, can recharge and provide stable power output overtime.  

BMS has previously been used in hybrid cars to oversee individual cells health and track 

their aging [15]. Another BMS in [16] dealt with phone battery discharge and saved power 

by lowering power consumptions when the phone user is not actively using the device. 

1.3 Thesis outline 

This project aims to take existing solar panel tracking solution and minimize it to a small 

“pocket” size system. Using a PID control system to smooth out the movement of micro 

servos motors towards the light and implementing an onboard BMS to charge and protect 

batteries that will be powering the system. The outline of the thesis is summarized as 

follows: 

• Background will cover components and control systems used in this project as well 

as some that have been considered but where not chosen. 

• Requirement analysis & component selection will be covering selection data and 

comparing all possible hardware to determine which one will be used. This chapter 

is split in five subchapters for each component. 

• Design chapter aims to show the process and ideas behind implemented solutions. It 

will cover all prototypes, flukes and flaws as well as successes of each version and 

the reasoning behind them. 

• Results and discussion will extensively cover data gathered from measurements and 

discuss it. 
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• Conclusion and future work will conclude the work done in this project and cover 

the future potential and uses for robot in the future. 
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2 Background 

It is crucial to realize what has been previously used in light tracking systems and in robot 

arms. Therefor this paper will be looking at most commonly used components in those 

systems to get a better understanding of them and to help decide which components are 

most beneficial for the pocket robot. 

2.1 Light sensors 

Light sensors have a wide range of use in modern days, from improving the power 

generation of solar panels to adjusting the focus in your phone camera. It is important to 

select the right tool for the job to determine which light sensor will be most beneficial for 

the task. First, it is important to look at couple of options to have a basic understanding of 

each light sensor pros and cons.  

A photodiode is a type of light sensor that changes its reverse bias resistance to allow 

different current output depending on the light wavelength that hits the sensor surface. It 

has the fastest response time compared to other photo devices.  

A phototransistor is a transistor that uses photodiodes to decide whether it conducts 

electricity. It has a slower response time than of the photodiode itself but is more sensitive 

to light and has greater output current capability.   

Photoresistor or light dependent resistors are resistors that change their resistance 

depending on the amount of light hitting their surface. Their resistance drops 

proportionally and is analog in nature. Meaning it can be used to measure incoming light. 

 

An issue encountered with the use of LDR is the low quality of its production which makes 

the same LDR´s vary up to 5% difference in their resistivity. This can create problems 

when comparing value between LDR’s, but it is easily fixed by connecting a potentiometer 

with each of the LDR to control the resistance as shown in Figure 2-1. 
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Figure 2-1 shows the configuration for the voltage divider used to create a variable voltage signal for 

the Arduino to read when the resistance of the LDR changes. 

 

2.2 Microcontrollers 

A microcontroller is a small computer embedded on an integrated circuit. It contains 

processing unit, serial communication ports, Read Only Memory (ROM), Random Access 

Memory(RAM) and so on. These devices are called microcontrollers because they are 

small and can control a variety of machinery. These devices are not the conventional 

computers used at home but rather a computer that is implemented in devices, such as 

microwaves to perform specific function or in robots to act as a brain[17]. 

 

Arduino breakout boards which have an integrated Atmel microcontroller are often used 

due their low price, reprogrammability, accessibility and ease of use. Arduino has multiple 

variants of breakout boards depending on the task at hand. For a small scale and relatively 

less computational heavy task an  Arduino Nano shown in Figure 2-2 is suitable while an 

Arduino Mega is a more suitable candidate for complex and computational heavy task as it 

boasts better hardware.  

 

 
Figure 2-2 Arduino nano viewed from above. Picture taken from Arduino store 

store.arduino.cc/arduino-nano 

 

Arduino Uno’s can be seen used in project [18] to interface and control six motors in a 

repurposed industrial arm. It has also been used in a gantry crane project [19] where 3 

Arduino’s were used to send control signal and receive input from sensors. 
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Adafruit breakout boards are also a popular choice since they are like Arduino and are 

programmable by its IDE but boast different set of specifications such as a faster 

microprocessor or an optional version with integrated Bluetooth communication that would 

make them preferable in some cases. 

 

2.3 PID controller  

The proportional component input called Kp takes the input error and multiplies it by a set 

gain. This will create a smooth motion towards the desired state but might often not be 

enough depending on the task as some forces such as gravity might work against the 

actuators creating a steady state error. Increasing the gain of this component will decrease 

the steady state error but will cause the system to oscillate more. Be vary of increasing the 

gain too much as it might cause the system to destabilize and oscillate uncontrollably. 

 

Integral component with the input of Ki, will sum up error overtime, meaning that if there 

is any error left the integral response will rise over time effectively getting rid of steady 

state error. Turning on the integral component will make the stabilization of feedback 

system more difficult; speed of response may decrease, and a phenomenon called ‘integral 

windup’ might occur in which the integration will oversaturate the system [20]. 

 

The derivative component called Kd measures the change of rate in the error. That means 

measuring how fast the error is growing or shrinking. This allows it to predict the future 

and adjust the signal accordingly to its predictions.  

 

The task of a PID controller is to stabilize the system so and reach an equilibrium state or 

position in a smooth manner so that the system does not destabilize. Variations of this 

controller can be implemented such a PI or PD or just P controller depending on what is 

needed.  

 

2.4 Actuators 

Actuators play an important role in robot arms. They convert energy into Kinetic energy 

and allow the system to move. Actuators are the muscles of the robot arm and its essential 

to know how they operate. Here are some actuators that have been used in the past to 

control robot arms. 

2.4.1 DC motors 

DC motors works by having a copper wire coil electrically powered with a DC current to 

create an electromagnetic field that interacts with two magnets already present in the case 

creating motion when the north and south of the electromagnet try to line up with the south 

and north of already present magnets.  
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2.4.2 Stepper motors 

Stepper motors can take “steps” when rotating. That allows for very precise angular 

movement and high accuracy, meaning it can repeat tasks with minimal error. These 

motors have been used in sun tracking [5] and in solar heat collection [6] projects to 

precisely follow the sun since they provide accurate control needed to harvest solar power. 

Stepper motors are also used in robotic arms and can be seen used in project [21] where 

they provide accurate movement.  

A problem with stepper motor is the possibility of backlash because of its open loop 

nature. These errors appear due to the gears wearing down overtime or an unexpected 

external load moving the system which results in not knowing in what position the stepper 

is which could have drastic effects. This can be mitigated with a closed loop design [22] 

that was proposed to reduce such errors using commutated stepper motors which reduced 

the backlash by 90%.  

2.4.3 Servo motors 

Servos unlike other dc motors are specifically designed for pointerlike position control 

applications. Servo motors provides a significant amount of torque in low speeds due to an 

integral gearing system. They are frequently used in in steering model cars, boats or 

airplanes but are commonly used in robotics and other sensor positioning applications [17]. 

Servo motors on the other hand, have an internal potentiometer with circuitry system 

allowing them to know their position which eliminates the backlash problem. This kind of 

motor not only knows its position but will actively work against forces trying to displace it 

from set position.  

Designated angle of the motor is determined by sending a pulse signal in varying length 

(between 1 and 2 milliseconds) every 20 milliseconds. This is achieved by using a Pulse 

Width Modulation (PWM) signal through the control wire. If the pulse length is 1 

millisecond, the servo will turn the shaft 90 degrees left but if the pulse length is 2 

milliseconds, the servo will turn the shaft 90 degrees to the right as can be seen in Figure 

2-3. 

 

Figure 2-3 A PWM control signal with the corresponding shaft position [17] 
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Servo motors have been used in [23] where manipulator was mounted on wheelchair to 

help people with disabilities do everyday tasks. It has also been used in solar panels [4] to 

track the sun accurately and with small error margin, using the servos capability to hold 

their position even if external load is applied.  

2.5 Battery management system 

To power everything a power supply is required. Most often if the system is stationary, the 

power supply will be stationary as well. Greater risks come with mobile power supplies in 

the form of batteries where short circuiting can cause the batteries to blow up. There is also 

the problem of voltage reduction when the battery is discharging. These concerns must be 

addressed, so a battery management system is put in place.   

There is no unique definition as to what a BMS (battery management system) does but the 

general outlook is that it should take care of the battery in one way or another [24], which 

may include the functions: 

• Protect the battery from overcharging, over discharging  

• Monitor the charge 

• Maximize performance  

• Estimate battery’s current state 

• Report to user or external devices  

2.6 Printed Circuit Boards 

Printed circuit board or PCB in short is a board with lines and pads connection various 

points together. It allows signals and power to be routed between those points. These 

points have components soldered on top of them, creating an extremely durable connection 

between the board and the device. 

The PCB has couple of layers as shown in Figure 2-4. The Substrate (FR4) layer gives the 

PCB its rigidness is the thickest part of the board. This layer used in conventional PCB’s 

but can be filled with Kapton instead to create a flexible PCB. The copper layer is then 

laminated on top and then a circuit is printed onto it. The Soldermask acts a protection 

layer to prevent short circuiting and the silkscreen is used to add letters, numbers and other 

symbols to indicate each function of the PCB [25]. 
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Figure 2-4 Layering of a PCB [25] 
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3 Requirement analysis & component 

selection 

3.1 Light sensor 

Requirements: The sensor must be able to tell how much light is hitting it, whether it is 

dark or bright. It also must be smaller than 5x5mm and easy to measure.  

The LDR has been chosen for this task over the photodiode and photo transistor simply 

because it is the only one out of them all with an analog nature when sensing light. It is 

also easy to measure it by making a voltage divider and measuring voltage difference when 

the LDR resistance changes.  

LDR used has 1.000.000-ohm resistance in complete darkness and goes down to 500 ohms 

when exposed to intense and direct light. Four LDR’s will be used in this project keeping 

in mind the 5% difference in resistivity possible because of its manufacturing process. 

3.2 Microcontroller  

Arduino microcontrollers have been chosen for this project because of their simplicity. 

When selecting the microcontroller from Arduino only 5 looked viable due to their size. 

Since the project is limited to a 90x90x60 mm size (see chapter 1.1 Problem statement) it 

is preferable to have a small microcontroller. Of course, size is not everything the 

microcontrollers will be valued on many different aspects as seen in Appendix A Table 11 

An alternative for Arduino microcontrollers is Adafruit. Adafruit microcontrollers are 

compatible with Arduino IDE software which makes them a great choice and can be seen 

in Appendix A Table 12 

Microcontrollers will be selected and scored based these six requirements and given 

maximum points for each requirement in Table 1. 

• Operating voltage: Preferable operating voltage is 5V – 10V so that power source is 

not restricted to a certain voltage making it easier to design the BMS. 

• PWM: Four or more PWM outputs are preferable to control three servo motors and a 

potential fourth one in the future if wrist mount is added. 

• Clock speed: Clock speed is rated from highest to lowest among the 

microcontrollers. A higher clock speed is preferable as the programing could run 

faster and therefore correct the error in the system faster. 
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• Dimensions: The smaller the better because of the size restriction the robot is 

already dealing with. 

• USB connection: Micro USB will receive 3 points. Mini USB receives 2 points and 

USB serial receives 1. 

• Network support: One point given for Bluetooth and Wi-Fi communication. 

 

Table 1 Microcontroller point distribution for each specification. More points are given to 

specifications that are more important to the project. 

Specifications Available points 

Operating voltage 0-3 

PWM 0-3 

Clock speed 0-4 

Dimensions 0-6 

USB connection 0-3 

Network support 0-2 

 

Table 2 demonstrates the points given to candidates that fit this project. The ideal 

candidate for this project is the Arduino Micro but the Nano has been chosen  because of 

its availability at the time.  

Table 2 – Points for microcontrollers in each specification and the total score after adding up. This 

table is used to decide which microcontroller will be used. 

Microcontrollers Operating 

voltage  

PWM Clock 

speed  

Dimensions  USB 

connection 

Network 

support 

Total 

NANO 3 3 1 4 2  0 13 

MICRO 3 3 1 4 3 0 14 

MINI 2 3 1 4 1 0 11 

YUN MINI 2 3 3 1 3  2 13 

MKR1000 1 3 2 2 3 1 12 

Feather M0 Bluefruit 

LE 

1 3 2 3 3 1 13 
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Feather M0 Basic 

Proto 

1 3 2 3 3 0 12 

WICED WiFi Feather 1 3 2 3 3 1 13 

ItsyBitsy 5V 1 2 1 4 3 0 11 

 

3.3 Servo motors 

Micro servo motors have been chosen in this project due to their small size since the aim is 

to make a small robot. To select the right motor for the project a table with plausible 

candidate’s attributes has been devised to aid in the selection process. The selection of 

horizontal and vertical motors is done separately because of slight difference inn 

performance requirements  

Table 10 (see Appendix A) shows a selection of servo motors at relatively low price that 

are used in small hobby like project. It will compare torque, angles, speed, dimension as 

well as cost of each motor to figure out which motor suits the project best.  

Servo motors will be selected and scored in Table 3 based on Torque, Maximum angle and 

Speed. 

Torque has a small role in this project since the arm only must lift itself. Especially in the 

base servo since its role is to rotate the arm and not lift anything. Points are given for stall 

torque of each motor at 4.8 V supply. 

Maximum angle is important to the if the robot is to point at light that is coming from a 

random direction. This is more important for the base servo as it would be preferable to 

have it spin 360 degrees if possible.  

Speed is not the focus of the project but is a nice bonus if the motors are able to respond 

fast. 

Table 3 - Point distribution for servo motors shows how many points are available for each 

specification mentioned in Table 11. Range of points varies for each specification depending on its 

practicality in the project. 

Specifications Base servo Point distribution range Arm servo point distribution range 

Torque 0-3 0-4 

Maximum Angle 0-6 0-5 

Speed 0-3 0-3 

 

Shown in Table 4 the SG92R is the ideal servo motor for the robot arm. SG90 and MG92B 

come both in second place with 8 points. Since the SG90 was readily available it was 

chosen to be used as the servos for the arm. 
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Table 4 - Distribution of points for servo motors used in the robot’s arm for the vertical axis. 

servo motors torque  maximum angle speed points 

SG90 3 3 2 8 

MG90S 2 3 1 6 

MG92B 4 3 1 8 

SG92R 3 3 3 9 

FS90R 1 5 1 7 

 

Shown in Table 5 the FS90R and SG92R come out on top with 8 points. While SG90 and 

MG92B are both in second place. SG92R is ideal for the base but the SG90 was chosen 

again due to its availability.  

FS90R would be preferable if it was not for the fact that it has no feedback because of its 

continual rotational nature. Meaning the microcontroller doesn’t know the motors position 

and the PWM signal is used to control its speed in either direction rather than controlling 

its exact position. 

Table 5 – Distributed points specialized for the servo motor used in the base of the arm, controlling the 

horizontal axis. 

servo motors torque  maximum angle speed points 

SG90 2 3 2 7 

MG90S 2 3 1 6 

MG92B 3 3 1 7 

SG92R 2 3 3 8 

FS90R 1 6 1 8 

3.4 Batteries   

Batteries are required for this project so that the robot can operate without needing to plug 

into an external power outlet.  One of the goals of this project was have the robot be as 

mobile as possible which not only required a small size but an internal power source or in 

other words batteries. The requirements for those batteries are stated below and the point 

for each requirement is shown in Table 6. 

Rechargeability: The batteries must be able to be rechargeable to reduce maintenance on 

the robot and make the robot be more convenient to operate. 
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Voltage: The voltage needed is between 5V to 10V. So, the fewer batteries that are used to 

reach this voltage the better. 

Milli ampere hour: The more charge the battery can hold the longer the operating time 

between charges the less maintenance is necessary. So, selecting a battery a high capacity 

is a priority. (See chapter 4.4 for power consumption and operating time) 

Dimension: Smaller battery is preferable. 

Having these requirements in mind, Table 7 will distribute points among the batteries seen 

in Table 13 which is used to select the best option. The choice will be limited since only 

rechargeable batteries will be looked at. 

 

Table 6 - Battery point distribution for each specification. 

Specifications Available points 

Voltage 0-3 

mAh 0-3 

Dimensions 0-3 

 

Table 7 - Battery points for each type of battery 

Battery Voltage mAh dimensions Total points 

18650 3 3 1 7 

14500 3 1 2 6 

AAA-Recharge ultra 1 1 3 5 

AA-Recharge ultra 1 2 2 5 

 

The 18650-battery scored 7 points beating the other choices in battery and hence was 

chosen for the project. Two cells will be used to provide 8.2 V. 
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3.5 Battery management system  

The nature of this project allowed for the BMS selection to be flexible and only restricted 

to three requirements.  

• Use an USB to charge a lithium-ion battery. 

• Protect batteries from overcharge or over discharge 

• Charge batteries to a 4.2V 

TP4056 was chosen as a battery charger and the DW01G battery IC was chosen for the 

battery protection.  

The TP4056 is a complete constant-current/constant-voltage linear charger for single cell 

lithium-ion batteries. Its SOP package and low external component count make the 

TP4056 ideally suited for portable applications. Furthermore, the TP4056 can work with 

USB and wall adapter 0. 

The DW01 series battery protection IC is designed to protect lithium-ion/polymer battery 

from damage or degrading the lifetime due to overcharge, over discharge and/or 

overcurrent for one-cell lithium-ion/polymer battery powered systems [27]. 
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4 Design 

4.1 Arm design 

The arm design is made so that the arm can fold onto itself taking up minimal amount of 

space when folded. The whole shell is 3d printed with PLA material. 

The arm allows for the LDR‘s to fit in and function properly as seen in Figure 4-1 the 

LDR’s are placed in 4 different positions that coincide with 2 axis, vertical and horizontal. 

It is made so that the LDR get same amount of light when facing the light head on and that 

only one of the LDR´s on each axis gets light when the light is facing the arm indirectly. 

This is done by placing a wall that separates LDR from each other. 

 

Figure 4-1 Robot arm design using light separating walls to create a greater contrast between four of 

the LDR’s to increase accuracy. 

4.2 Programing 

Programing is done in Arduino IDE (C language). Program aims to be as short as possible 

and well optimized in order to let the robot compute the error and its position towards that 

error as fast as possible. The core idea behind the program is simple and a single axis 

example  is shown Figure 4-2. 

First version of the program only checked which input is higher on two axis, horizontal and 

vertical respectively and moved towards the direction with more light each time it looped. 

Making it move at the same speed towards the light no matter how big or small the 

difference between LDR sensors was.  

Second program read the error between two LDR sensors and how big that error was and 

gave a proportionate response to that error with values of -200 to 200 that later is 

multiplied with 0.01 and summed up with current position. Allowing the program to move 
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the servos at 250 degrees per second in both directions at a variable rate of 0 to 2 degrees 

each time it looped. This program can be seen in Appendix B. 

 

Figure 4-2 A simple diagram explaining how the core idea behind the programing works.  

 

4.3 PI design 

A digital PI system is used in Arduino thanks to a free PID library developed by Brett 

Beauregard [26]. The PID Library allows for direct control of Setpoints, Inputs, Outputs, 

Kp, Ki, Kd. These are defined in the beginning of the code using “double” command to 

give them a value.  

Library allows for multiple PID systems by assigning them with different names. The 

project used two separate PID’s, one for the horizontal axis and one for the vertical axis. 

The Setpoints in this project case are set to zero so that the system tries to reach zero error. 

The PID Library works by taking in an input number and comparing it to the setpoint. 

Then it calculates the error and gives an output number which leads the system towards the 

setpoint. 

This project utilized only the Proportional and Integral part of the library since turning on 

the Derivative function was deemed impractical because it made the arm oscillate out of 

any reasonable control.   

A custom method was used to tune the PI system. It involved gradually increasing the  Kp 

from 0 – 0.5 and the Ki from 0.05 to 0.3. Every combination of those two was tried and the 

best one was selected. 
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4.4 Circuit and Power design 

Integrating all selected components as previously selected in chapter 3 the circuitry is 

divided in 2 areas. Area to the left is the battery management system consisting of two 

TP4056, two DW01 and a pair of B0505S power isolator.  

Batteries are charged in parallel but discharged in series. This is done so that the batteries 

can be charged with a 5v power supply from a USB cable. 

 

Figure 4-3 Diagram of the circuit design. The BMS is on the left, charging the batteries in parallel so 

that the batteries can power the Arduino in series with 8.4 V. 

Given we have two 18650 batteries with 3000mAhcharge and the DW01 protection IC  

according to its datasheet [27] will stop battery from discharging at 2.4V and stop it from 

overcharging at 4.2V. That will give us a total 10800 mWh stored power that is available 

to use. 

2 * 1.8V * 3000mAh = 10800 mWh 

The motors are supplied with 5V from the Arduino and will drain 700 mA when stalling 

and 100 mA with no load according to their data sheet. Since they are powered by the 

Arduino nano, they will be limited to 500 ma max current [28]. With that the max power 

usage should be: 

3 servos * 5V * 500mA =7500 mW 

And the minimal power usage with no load should be: 

3 servos * 5V * 100mA = 1500mW 

The Arduino nano approximated current drain is 20 mA while supplied 8.4 V from the 

batteries. Making it use 168 mW. 
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20 mA * 8.4V = 168 mW 

So, the worst-case scenario for the operation time running on batteries is: 

(10800mWh / (7500+168)mW) * 60minutes ≈ 1 hour and 24 minutes  

Or in the best-case scenario where the servo motors have no load it would be: 

(10800mWh / (1500+168)mW)*60minutes ≈ 6 hours and 28 minutes 

Since we are charging the batteries in parallel with isolated voltage supply that allows for 

200 mA only,  it will take approximately 15 hours to charge both batteries  simultaneously. 

3000mAh / 200mA = 15 hours 

4.5 PCB design  

PCB design aimed to be a small as possible as well as having conveniently placed 

components for easy access. The first protype was 65x60mm in size and included 3 extra 

potentiometers for servo motor testing and manual control. Second prototype managed to 

half the size of the first one which can be seen in Figure 4-4.  

By utilizing both sides of the board the surface mounted components were fitted one side 

while hole mounted components mounted on the other side. Potentiometers for manual 

control were removed because they became obsolete as manual control proved to be too 

bulky and very seldomly used. Complete list of components used in second prototype can 

be found in Appendix F: PCB Part List. 

To allow for long term operation the trace width of servo motor connections and the 

battery to Arduino should be 53.9mil to allow for safe flow of approximated 1.5 ampere. 

Second prototype failed to have the correct trace width and therefor isn’t expected to have 

a reliable long-term operation as the current trace width is 6.3mil. 

 

Figure 4-4 PCB plates designed, second and first prototype size comparison. Second prototype more 

than halves the size of the first one by utilizing both sides the PCB. Each grid is one centimeter. 
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4.6 Robot design 

The robot was designed in four steps. Each design finding faults and improving upon the 

previous version. Note that the first two versions  shown in Figure 4-5 didn’t have a focus 

on sensing light as they were a separate project at the time. The design of current 

prototypes (Version 3 & 4) were inspired and based upon previous work. 

Design of the robot shell aims to be as small as possible but also fitting the servos, batteries 

and Arduino in one while keeping it movement possibilities uninterrupted.  

 

Figure 4-5 3d model representation of each version. Version number is in left corner of each picture. 

Version 1 seen in Figure 4-5 was a proof of concept to see if the robot could fit in a small 

space. It tried using a DC motor to spin the robot in a full circle. The batteries were 

mounted on top to allow the robot to have an unlimited horizontal rotation. Size of this 

version was 85x90x59mm. 

Version 2  seen in Figure 4-5 was improved upon V1 by adding user input and movement 

of servo motors via a Joystick controller and by reducing the overall size. It removed top 

mounted batteries because their weight which resulted in the robot sliding. At the time 

sliding was still a problem as manual control with a single joystick proved too unstable and 
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twitchy causing the entire robot to move out of its position simply because of the 

momentum of the arm. Size of this version was 80x84x48mm. 

Version 3 seen in Figure 4-5 was designed with a different design goal in mind. Not only 

was it to be small but also able to detect light and follow it. It was the first prototype to 

include four LDR sensors, a PCB plate and a PI controller. It was the tallest of the 4 

versions because of its integration of the first PCB prototype and because it had to make 

space for 3 potentiometers for manual control. Size of this version was 65x74x59mm. 

Version 4 seen in Figure 4-5 is final version and is the smallest one yet. With a smaller 

PCB compared to Version 3 and a lowest profile compared to all previous versions. It also 

integrated PCB into its arm to reduce wiring and got rid of manual control as that proved to 

be an unnecessary feature. Size of this version was 86x65x39mm. 
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5 Results and discussion 

5.1 Experimental setup A  

A carton box was used to cover the robot in total darkness. A diode blinks for 10 

milliseconds to start the measuring program in the robot. Then switches on and off for one 

second. This method was used test each LDR response time and resistance to the same 

amount of light. That was made so that the LDRs can be later optimized to reduce the error 

in readings.  This setup can be seen in Figure 5-1. 

 

Figure 5-1 The robot is a fixed distance from the diode mounted on the carton box wall. During the 

measurements the box is closed making the diode the only light source. 

After the initial readings the potentiometers that are mounted on the PCB are used to adjust 

each LDR resistance so that the voltage that is read with the help of Arduino can be 

changed and allow for optimizing each LDR. 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2 Results A  
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Figure 5-2 non-optimized LDR sensor readings given the same amount of luminance from a diode 

from a fixed distance over the time span of one second. 

As can be seen in the Figure 5-2 the LDR‘s connected to arduino vary in their resistance to 

the same light. Fixing this error is easy and done by changing the resistance on the 

potentiometers, lowering or raising the LDR´s that are going to be used on the same axis to 

differentiate each other.  

 

Figure 5-3 LDR measurements after optimization using the potentiometers to adjust each LDR. 

Figure 5-3 above shows optimized results after increasing the resistance on specific  

potentiometers. There are two main lines, that is because we got two axis and they are both 

tuned independently of each other due to the fact that they will never interact with each 

other. In this case the “down” LDR was tuned down to the “up” one and the “right “ was 

also tuned down to “left”. This was done to increase the accuracy of the arm pointing 

towards the light. 
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5.3 Experimental setup B  

To conduct test on the PI controller the robot was placed inside a carton box with 3 LED 

lights. The lights are positioned in a manner that the robot arm must turn 45 degrees when 

they switch.  The lights switched from left to right and then right to left every five seconds 

which results in each measurement being 25 second long. The robot starts with its arm in 

90 degrees position. The setup can be seen in Figure 5-4. 

 

Figure 5-4  Setup for PI measurements. 3 diodes placed in a 45 angle from the robot point of view. 

Diodes are slight offset to the left because of the arm design having the LDR arm on the left of the 

turning point. 

To test the PI controller the values for the proportional and integral controls will be derived 

from Table 8. These values will not be set any higher because doing so results in unstable 

oscillations in the system. 

Table 8 – Values of  Kp and Ki used to measure the systems behavior. 

 Kp=0.1 & Ki=0  Kp=0.1 & Ki=0.05  Kp=0.1 & Ki=0.1  Kp=0.1 & Ki=0.2  Kp=0.1 & Ki=0.3 

 Kp=0.2 & Ki=0  Kp=0.2 & Ki=0.05  Kp=0.2 & Ki=0.1  Kp=0.2 & Ki=0.2  Kp=0.2 & Ki=0.3 

 Kp=0.3 & Ki=0  Kp=0.3 & Ki=0.05  Kp=0.3 & Ki=0.1  Kp=0.3 & Ki=0.2  Kp=0.3 & Ki=0.3 

 Kp=0.4 & Ki=0  Kp=0.4 & Ki=0.05  Kp=0.4 & Ki=0.1  Kp=0.4 & Ki=0.2  Kp=0.4 & Ki=0.3 

 Kp=0.5 & Ki=0  Kp=0.5 & Ki=0.05  Kp=0.5 & Ki=0.1  Kp=0.5 & Ki=0.2  Kp=0.5 & Ki=0.3 
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5.4 Results B  

First we have a system with  Kp and Ki set to zero. As seen in  table showing the light 

pointing ability of the robot whilst not using a PI system. Non PI system never reaches the 

setpoint fully. Instead it oscilates in a linear manner around it with the error not reducing 

over time. 

 

Figure 5-5 table showing the light pointing ability of the robot whilst not using a PI system. 

The difference is immediately visible between the Non-PI system and a PI controlled one. 

When the Kp is turned on, the response becomes proportional to the error between the 

current position and setpoint. Creating a smooth rise and no oscillations, although the 

response time is a bit slow. 

 When turning the Ki on along with increasing the Kp, there is an increase in response 

time. When both values are increased again a slight oscillation starts to form and after that 

when values are increased once more the oscillation become too severe as can be seen in 

Figure 5-6 

 

Figure 5-6 Gradual increase in  Kp and Ki resulting in a faster response at first but starts oscillating 

when the  Kp and Ki values rise. 
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As seen in Table 9 accuracy of the system seems to increase with the increase in Kp value. 

Increasing the Ki values decreases the accuracy of the system overall. Best results with the 

least amount of error over time is Kp = 0.4 & Ki = 0.  

Table 9 Average degree error overtime comparison for every Kp/Ki value combination 

 

 

 

 

It is important to note that the numbers in Table 9 are not considered values to select the 

robot settings by but merely a tool to assist in selection since average accuracy doesn’t 

show everything.  

Taking for example  Kp=0.5, although it has good average accuracy the oscillation that this 

setting creates makes it impractical in real life setting as can be seen in Figure 5-7. In any 

system designed to track for example the sun, this is highly unwanted behavior and could 

result in more energy spent in moving the motors compared to energy generated by the 

solar panel itself. 

 

Figure 5-7  Kp set to 0.5 resulting in unwanted and impractical oscillations in the system. 

 

In cases of wanting to harvest more solar power, even the most innaccurate setting 

according to Table 9 and shown in Figure 5-8 would be more efficient in the long term due 

to its stability on the setpoint. 

 Kp/Ki 0 0.05 0.1 0.2 0.3 

0.1 11.405 10.264 10.679 15.906 11.143 

0.2 6.669 6.224 6.1456 6.7140 7.1128 

0.3 4.785 4.847 4.877 5.041 5.398 

0.4 3.899 4.192 4.5801 4.332 4.347 

0.5 4.254 4.346 4.1884 4.547 4.473 
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Figure 5-8  Kp set to 0.1 making the response to the setpoint very slow but accurate once its reached. 
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6 Conclusion and future work 

The project used an Arduino nano coupled with the SG90 servos to control the arm and 

using four LDR´s to sense light and point towards it. A parallel charging system using the 

TP4056 charging IC and the DW01A protection IC to charge and protect the 18650 

Lithium Ion batteries. The operation time of the robot when it is running on batteries is 

between one too six and a half hours.  

Charging time is estimated 15 hours via USB. The size of the robot ended up being well 

within the limits of 90x90x60 mm ending up with the size of 86x65x39 mm (length, width 

height). Final setting for the control system resulting from the measurements done in 

Results B are Kp = 0.3 & Ki = 0 which lets the LDR arm reach a setpoint 45 degrees away 

in 0.7 seconds.   

Since this project is not going to be used in collecting power from the sun and is merely a 

proof of concept for minimizing such systems, it will be used to showcase possibilities of 

Proportional design coupled with a mobile power bank and small structure to track any 

light source. Hence most light sources will be human created, such as phone flashlight or a 

lamp on the desk. The system is made to response fast with slight oscillation to provide 

entertainment and academic motivation to future generations of students. 

Future work should further focus on minimizing the design by getting integrating 

microcontrollers into the PCB board itself rather than having an added-on breakout board. 

Further work on the BMS should done to allow for a 1A charging instead of current 

200mA. Possible removal of one servo motor which would spare power and make the 

design simpler and more compact as well as widening the trace width for components that 

need more current. Adding solar panel to be used instead of LDR’s and be mounted on the 

arm to harvest solar energy and power the robot itself whilst charging batteries. That would 

be interesting mainly because this could be used as a small autonomous and maybe more 

efficient way of powering standalone devices with solar power or be a great addition to 

existing power banks that charge devices like phones.  
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Appendix A: Tables 

 

Table 10 – Servo motor attributes 

Servo Torque Maximum 

angle 

speed dimensions cost 

SG90 The torque: 2.5kg/cm (4.8 

V), 

180 0.12 seconds / 60 degrees 

(4.8 V);0.10 seconds / 60 

degrees (6.0 V) 

23 x12. 2 

x29mm 

2$ 

MG90S Stall Torque: 

2.0kg/cm(4.8V) 

180 0.11 seconds / 60 degrees 

(4.8V) 

22.8mm * 

12.2mm * 

28.5mm 

3,5

$ 

MG92B 3.1kg/cm (5.0v); 3.5kg/cm 

(6.0v) 

180 0.13sec/60degree 

(5.0v);0.08sec/60degree 

(6.0v) 

22.8x12x31 

mm 

8$ 

SG92R 2.5kg/cm @ 4.8V 180 Operating speed: 0.1sec 

/60degree (4.8v) 

23x12x27 2$ 

FS09R 1.3 kg/cm @ 4.8V 

1.5 kg/cm @6V 

Continual 

rotation 

0.3/60 degree 4.8v 

 

23.2 x12.5x 

22 

5$ 

 

Table 11 – Arduino micro controller features 

ARDUINO  Operating 

voltage (V) 

PWM Clock 

(mhz) 

Dimensions 

(mm) 

USB 

connection 

Network 

support 

Cost 

($) 

BMS 

NANO 6 – 12 6 16 45x18 mini-B none 2.5 no 

MICRO 7 – 12 7 16 48x18 micro none 3.5 no 

MINI 7 – 9 4 16 30x18 TTL none 3 no 

YUN MINI 5 7 400 71.1x23 micro Ethernet/Wifi 100 no 

MKR1000 3.3 - 5 12 48 61.5x25 micro Wifi 50 yes 
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Table 12 – Adafruit micro controller features 

ADAFRUIT  Operating 

voltage 

(V) 

PWM Clock 

(mhz) 

Dimensions 

(mm) 

USB 

connection 

Network 

support 

Cost ($) BMS 

Feather M0  

Bluefruit LE 

3.3 7 48 51x23 Micro Bluetooth 30 yes 

Feather M0 

Basic Proto 

3.3 7 48 51x23 Micro none 20 yes 

WICED WiFi 

Feather 

3.3 7 48 51x23 Micro Wifi 35 yes 

ItsyBitsy 5V 5 4 16 35x18 Micro none 10 No 

 

Table 13 – Battery Features 

Battery name Voltage mAh type dimensions 

18650 3.7 3000 Li-ion 65mm x 18.5mm 

14500 3.7 800 Li-ion 48.5mm x 14.2mm 

AAA 

Recharge ultra 

1.2 850 NiMH 44.5 mm x 10.5 mm 

AA 

Recharge ultra 

1.2 2400 NiMH 50 mm x 14mm 
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Appendix B: Programing 
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Appendix C: PCB Design 

 
Figure 0-1 Complete schematic of the whole circuit 
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Figure 0-2 PCB second prototype used in Version 4 

 
Figure 0-3 PCB first prototype used in version 3 
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Appendix D: Version 3 Design 
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Appendix E: Version 4 Design 
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Appendix F: PCB Part List 

 

 

Name Designator Quantity Manufacturer Part Manufacturer 

Control switch U9,U12 2 SS12D00G3 
 

MICRO-01 USB1 1 Micro-01 SOFNG 
SERVO M1,M2,M3 3 ? 

 

10k PR4,PR3,PR2,PR1 4 RM065-V1-103 ReliaPro 
LED GREEN LED3,LED4 2 LTST-C193TGKT-5A LITEON 
ARDUINO_NANO U4 1 

  

LED RED  LED2,LED5 2 LTST-C191KRKT LITEON 
10uF C15,C3 2 CL10A106MP8NNNC SAMSUNG 
FS8205 Q3,Q1 2 FS8205 FORTUNE 
Header-Male-
2.54_1x1 

IN+1,IN-1,B+2,B-2,IN+2,IN-
2,B+1,B-1 

8 Header-Male-
2.54_1x1 

ReliaPro 

LED RED  LED1 1 φ3 Red KENTO 
LDR LDR4,LDR3,LDR2,LDR1 4 

  

10k R23 1 
  

5k R16,R1 2 
  

B0505S-1W B0505S-4,B0505S-3 2 TPE0505S TOPPOWER 
100Ω R13,R3 2 0603WAJ0101T5E UniOhm 
DW01A U6,U2 2 DW01A PUOLOP 
100nF C2,C1,C4,C5 4 0603B104K250 WTC 
1K R4,R7 2 ERJ3GEYJ102V PANASONIC 
TP4056 U7,U1 2 TP4056 TOPPOWER 
100K RN1 1 CRA064RJ100KE04 Ever Ohms 

Tech 
1K RN3 1 4D03WGJ0102T5E UniOhm 


